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MOBILE ROBOT SYSTEM AND METHOD Existing solutions to the localization problem strongly 
FOR GENERATING MAP DATA USING depend on the intended application of the object to be 
STRAIGHT LINES EXTRACTED FROM localized . 

VISUAL IMAGES U.S. Pat . No. 8,717,545 B2 discloses a system using range 
5 and Doppler velocity measurements from a lidar system and 

RELATED APPLICATIONS images from a video system to estimate a six degree - of 
freedom trajectory of a target . Once the motion aspects of 

This is a Bypass Continuation of International Applica the target are estimated , a three - dimensional image of the 
tion No. PCT / EP2016 / 076466 , filed Nov. 2 , 2016 and pub target may be generated . 
lished as WO 2017 / 076928A1 , which claims priority to U.S. Pat . No. 7,015,831 B2 discloses a method and 
European Patent Application no . EP 15192649.0 , filed Nov. apparatus that use a visual sensor and dead reckoning 
2 , 2015. The contents of the aforementioned applications are sensors to process Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

( SLAM ) . Advantageously , such visual techniques can be incorporated by reference in their entirety . used to autonomously generate and update a map . Unlike 
15 with laser rangefinders , the visual techniques are economi FIELD cally practical in a wide range of applications and can be 

The invention relates to mapping performed by a moving used in relatively dynamic environments , such as environ 
ments in which people move . robot . More particularly , the invention relates to mapping The disclosed method can be implemented in an auto using multiple cameras taking visual images . 20 matic vacuum cleaner operating in an indoor environment . 

U.S. Pat . No. 8,305,430 B2 discloses a visual odometry INTRODUCTION system and method for a fixed or known calibration of an 
arbitrary number of cameras in monocular configuration . Mapping done by mobile robots and localization of Images collected from each of the cameras in this distributed 

mobile robots has been an active area of research since 25 aperture system have negligible or absolutely no overlap . 
progress in robotics allowed for semi - autonomous and The system uses multiple cameras , but generates pose 
autonomous robots . A moving robot must have a method of hypothesis in each camera separately before comparing and 
at least estimating its position in space to continue motion refining them . 
with a purpose . The modern framework of mapping locali Schindler , et al . ( in 3D Data Processing , Visualization , 
sation comprises a coordinate system with respect to which 30 and Transmission , Third International Symposium on , pp . 
the localization is done and a pose , which is a combination 846-853 . IEEE , 2006 ) discusses a novel method for recov 
of position and orientation . Localization can be done with ering the 3D - line structure of a scene from multiple widely 
respect to an absolute coordinate system ( such as GPS separated views . In this approach , 2D - lines are automati 
coordinates ) or a relative coordinate system ( such as local cally detected in images with the assistance of an EM - based 
ization with respect to some known location and / or object ) . 35 vanishing point estimation method which assumes the exis 
The coordinate system can be chosen arbitrarily , as long as tence of edges along mutually orthogonal vanishing direc 
it is consistent and can be converted to some standard tions . 3D reconstruction results for urban scenes based on 
coordinate system ( such as WGS84 ) if needed . Multiple manually established feature correspondences across images 
sensor readings can contribute to pose calculation — it can be are presented . 
determined using GPS receivers , Lidar ( light radar ) sensors , Murillo , A. C. , et al . ( Robotics and Autonomous Systems 

55 , no . 5 ( 2007 ) : 372-382 ) proposes a new vision - based cameras , odometers , gyroscopes , accelerometers , magne method for global robot localization using an omnidirec tometers , time of flight cameras and radar sensors . There is tional camera . Topological and metric localization informa an important distinction to be made in the context of tion are combined in an efficient , hierarchical process , with 
localization : it can be done based on an existing map , or it 45 each step being more complex and accurate than the previ 
can be done simultaneously with mapping . The latter is ous one but evaluating fewer images . 
called SLAM ( Simultaneous Localization and Mapping ) and 
is the preferred approach when localization is performed SUMMARY 
while exploring previously unknown surroundings . If a map 
is already available , the task becomes easier . For example , 50 The present invention is specified in the claims as well as 
localization in indoor environments ( such as an apartment or in the below description . Preferred embodiments are par 
a hospital ) or structured outdoor environments ( such as a ticularly specified in the dependent claims and the descrip 
factory complex ) is easier , since a detailed map is readily tion of various embodiments . 
available , and it is unlikely to change significantly in the In a first aspect , a mapping method making use of the 
short term . Localization outdoors , in unstructured environ- 55 invention is provided . The mapping method can comprise 
ments ( such as cities , suburbs and / or villages ) is a greater operating at least one mobile robot comprising at least two 
challenge . First , publicly available maps are not precise cameras and at least one processing component . The map 
enough for autonomous motion by the robot . Second , even ping method can further comprise taking visual images with 
when the maps exist , they are likely to get outdated very fast , at least two cameras . The mapping method can also com 
as new obstacles appear and old pathways disappear . Local- 60 prise extracting at least straight lines from the visual images 
ization outdoors can be done with the help of a positioning with at least one processing component . The mapping 
system such as GPS ( Global Positioning System ) , GLO method can further comprise generating map data using the 
NASS ( Global Navigation Satellite System ) or Galileo . extracted features from the visual images . 
However , the precision of these systems ( available for In a second aspect , the invention discloses a mobile robot . 
public use ) is on the order of 1-10 meters . This would not be 65 The mobile robot can comprise at least two cameras adapted 
enough for localization used for autonomous robotic navi to take visual images of an operating area . The mobile robot 
gation . can also comprise at least one processing component 

40 
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adapted to at least extract straight lines from the visual Note that the term “ camera image ” can also refer to 
images taken by the at least two cameras and generate map camera frames . 
data based at least partially on the images . The mobile robot The mapping method can further comprise using an 
can further comprise a communication component adapted iterative algorithm to at least associate the extracted straight 
to at least send and receive data , particularly image and / or 5 lines with physical objects . That is , when generating map 

data , the algorithm can identify the 2D straight lines from 
In a third aspect , the invention discloses an assembly of camera images with 3D physical objects or landmarks 

mobile robots comprising at least two mobile robots . Each present in the real world . For example , the algorithm can 
of the mobile robots can comprise at least two cameras detect that a certain number of lines all belong to the same 
adapted to take visual images of an operating area . Each of 10 physical object or landmark and merge them into one . 
the mobile robots can further comprise at least one process Conversely , the algorithm can detect that a certain line only 

appears in one camera image and is likely to belong to a ing component adapted to at least extract straight lines from transitory physical object such as a car , or to be caused by the visual images taken by the at least two cameras and 
generate map data based at least partially on the images . 15 reject this line and not assign it to a 3D physical object or light and / or camera effects . In this case , the algorithm can 
Each of the mobile robots can also comprise at least one landmark . Physical objects or landmarks can comprise non communication component adapted to at least send and transitory objects such as buildings , fences , roads , poles , 
receive data at least between the robots , particularly image windows , doors , mailboxes , street lights , street signs , and 
and / or map data . other objects comprising substantially straight features . 

In some embodiments , the mapping method further com- 20 In some embodiments , the iterative algorithm can com 
prises combining the visual images and / or the extracted prise an optimization routine that optimizes at least one 
straight lines in a single reference frame based on the robot pose and the position of the physical objects based on 
relative placement of the two cameras . That is , the visual the extracted features . That is , the algorithm can for example 
images from two of more cameras can be combined into one take one or a plurality of robot poses and the number and 
image . This step can be done before extracting the straight 25 positions of physical objects or landmarks as unknown 
lines or after extracting the straight lines . In the latter case , variables , and optimize their values based on the straight 
only the extracted straight lines can be combined in a single lines extracted from camera images . In some embodiments , 
reference frame . The reference frame can be chosen , for the algorithm can also take data from other sensors into 
example , with respect to one of the cameras . The relative consideration , for example GPS sensor or other sensors 
placement of the cameras can be computed precisely prior to 30 listed above and below . 
starting the mapping process . This can be useful to obtain a Note , that in the present document , the terms “ physical 
fuller picture or map of the robot's surroundings . It can also object ” and “ landmark ” can be used interchangeably . 
be useful for determining whether any straight lines In some embodi ents , the iterative algorithm can com 
extracted from the images of different cameras belong to the prise at least combining lines belonging to the same physical 
same object on the images taken by the robot , that is , belong 35 object from images taken by different cameras . It can also 
to the same object in the world . comprise discarding lines belonging to transient objects 

In some preferred embodiments , the method can further and / or light or camera effects . That is , one landmark or 
comprise extracting location - related data from at least one physical object can be detected by different cameras at the 
further sensor . Said sensor can comprise , for example at same time frame and / or by the same camera at several time 
least one or a combination of at least one GPS sensor , at least 40 frames and / or by different cameras at several time frames . 
one dead - reckoning sensor , at least one accelerometer , at The algorithm can be adapted to combine the lines extracted 
least one gyroscope , at least one time of flight camera , at from several images and associate them to a certain land 
least one Lidar sensor , at least one odometer , at least one mark with a certain fixed position on a map ( with a corre 
magnetometer and / or at least one altitude sensor . The sponding error ) . Conversely , if a certain line is detected in 
method can then further comprise combining this location- 45 too few frames — be they from the same camera at different 
related data with the data from the visual images to build time points and / or from different cameras at the same or 
map data . That is , in some embodiments , the mobile robot different time points , this line can be an artefact of the light 
can use data from its other sensors to obtain an approximate or of the camera . It could also be a transient feature such as 
map of an operating area it finds itself in , and then refine this a car ( which should not comprise part of a map ) . In this case , 
approximate map using the extracted straight lines . Alter- 50 the algorithm can be adapted to discard or cull the corre 
natively or additionally , the robot can build map data using sponding line . 
the extracted straight lines and other sensor readings simul In some embodiments , each of the robot cameras can be 
taneously . This is advantageous , as the other sensors ' data adapted to capture 3 to 5 images or frames per second , 
can serve as a “ sanity check ” , or as a means to make the preferably 4 images or frames per second . 
camera images - based map built from the straight lines more 55 In some embodiments , the robot comprises at least 4 
precise and reliable . This is described in further detail below . cameras . In some preferred embodiments , the robot com 
Note that , the term “ operating area ” can refer to a region prises 8 or 9 cameras . 

where the robot is moving . This can , for example be a certain The map data that the robot can generate can comprise a 
street , or a patch of a street . For example , operating area can plurality of vectors , point features and / or grid features 
comprise a 1 to 1000 m region that the robot is moving 60 defined with respect to a coordinate system . This coordinate 
through . One robot run can comprise one or a plurality of system can be tied to the robot , for example with one of the 
operating areas . When generating map data , the robot can , cameras serving as the origin and the direction of motion as 
for example , generate it based on an area with a radius of 1 the x - axis . The coordinate system can also be independent of 
to 1000 m , more preferably 10 to 500 m . Once a map of one the robot , such as a GPS system for example . The grid 
patch or area or operating area is generated , the robot can 65 features can comprise extended objects that are not lines , 
generate a map of a subsequent patch or area or operating such as , for example , geometrical shapes . For instance , in 

some embodiments , the street poles can be modelled as area . 
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geometrical objects with a radius varying with height . These done on the robot , on the server or on both . Intermediate 
can then be considered grid features . Furthermore , rectan map data , such as , for example , straight lines extracted from 
gular or substantially rectangular objects can be considered images , can comprise map data . Map data comprising asso 
grid features . These can comprise , for example doors , win ciation of lines with landmarks or physical objects with the 
dows and / or other objects . 5 corresponding errors can comprise further map data and / or 

Additionally or alternatively , substantially circular , oval , final map data that can be generated either by the robot 
triangular and differently shaped objects can comprise grid and / or by the server . 
features . The map data can simply comprise a collection of In some embodiments , the robot can be further adapted to 
numbers corresponding to the positions of straight lines navigate using the map data from the processing component 
and / or of physical objects ( landmarks ) and / or of robot poses 10 and / or from the server . That is , the robot can use the map 
with respect to some coordinate system . There can also be a data to localize itself and to chart a course for itself . 
plurality of coordinate systems defined for map data . The In some preferred embodiments , the robot can further 
map data can further comprise lines obtained on the basis of comprise sensors adapted to measure further parameters for 
camera image lines . That is , the lines extracted from camera building map data . The sensors can comprise , for example , 
images can be run through an algorithm to verify whether 15 at least one or a combination of at least one GPS component , 
they belong to actual landmarks ( that is , physical objects ) , at least one accelerometer , at least one gyroscope , a least one 
and whether some of them can be combined . At this stage , odometer , at least one magnetometer , at least one pressure 
the position of the lines with respect to each other and / or sensor , at least one ultrasonic sensor , at least one time of 
with respect to the robot can be adjusted , as lines extracted flight camera sensor , and / or at least one Lidar sensor . 
from images taken by different cameras and / or taken at 20 In some preferred embodiments , the robot can be autono 
different time points can be combined if it is determined that mous and / or semi - autonomous . That is , the robot can be 
they belong to the same landmarks . Some lines can also be adapted to navigate and / or to drive autonomously for a 
discarded if it is determined that they likely belong to significant proportion of a given run . In some embodiments , 
transient objects ( such as trucks or cars ) , light effects and / or the robot is adapted to navigate and / or drive autonomously 
camera effects . Map data can then comprise this collection 25 for at least 50 % of its total operating time . In some other 
of lines based on the lines extracted from images , but embodiments , when gathering image data for building map 
processed by a certain algorithm to comprise mostly or data , the robot can be remotely controlled by a remote 
solely lines belonging to landmarks , combined lines , and / or operator . That is , the robot can be controlled and / or driven 
lines with an adjusted position . Map data can further com by a person and / or by a server and / or by a second processing 
prise error estimates associated with vectors , point features , 30 component . 
and / or lines associated with landmarks . Map data can further The robot can further be adapted to travel or drive with a 
comprise visibility information . That is , information about speed of no more than 10 km / h , more preferably no more 
from which locations given landmarks can be seen . In other than 8 km / h , or no more than 6 lm / h , preferably between 3 
words , if , for example , a wall would obstruct a landmark or and 6 km / h , or , more preferably , between 4 and 5 km / h . 
physical object , so that it cannot be seen from locations 35 In embodiments comprising an assembly of mobile 
behind the wall , this information can also be comprised in robots , that is two or more mobile robots , the robots can be 
map data . This is practical , as when , for example , the robot adapted to communicate , or exchange data via their respec 
uses the map to navigate , it will not detect landmarks of tive communication components . The communication can 
physical objects that are nearby , but obstructed . The visibil be direct and / or routed through a server . In such embodi 
ity information can also take into account the height of the 40 ments , the data sent between the robots can be combined 
robot's cameras to determine which object can be visible at into a map of multiple operating areas . As mentioned above , 
which locations . this can , for example , mean that the server can receive map 

In some embodiments , the communication component data from at least two mobile robots and combine this data 
can be adapted to exchange map data and / or image data with into a map or map data of both of their operating areas . In 
a server , particularly for at least refining map data by the 45 some other embodiments , a first robot can collect images of 
server . “ Refining " can refer , for example , to actually build an operating area , extract straight lines , build map data out 
ing a map . In some embodiments , the algorithm for building of them , and then transmit said data to a second robot so that 
a map can be run on the server . In such embodiments , the it can navigate the same operating area using the map data 
robot can send map data comprising the extracted straight of the first robot . The transmission of map data can be done 
lines from the camera images , potentially combined and 50 directly between the robots and / or done via a server . That is , 
arranged with respect to a single coordinate system , to the in some embodiments , the assembly can further comprise a 
server . The server can then run the optimization algorithm server adapted to at least communicate with the robots via 
that can compute the robot poses and the locations of their communication component , particularly to receive map 
physical objects or landmarks , that is , build a map . In other data and / or image data from a first robot , process it and send 
embodiments , the algorithm can run on the robot , that is , on 55 processed data to a second robot when requested . In some 
the processing component of the robot , and the map data embodiments , “ processing data ” by the server refers simply 
sent to the server comprises a map of some operating area . to assigning it to the respective operating area in relation to 
In such embodiments , the server can serve to combine the other operating areas . In other embodiments , “ processing " 
map of multiple operating areas into a single neighbourhood can refer to creating further map data and / or improving the 
map , town map , city map , world map , or just a map of some 60 obtained map data . 
larger region . “ Refining " can also comprise improving the Below follows a detailed description of one preferred 
accuracy of the map data sent by the robot , that is running embodiment of the mapping method that can be imple 
the optimization algorithm again , or running another algo mented at least partially by the mobile robot . 
rithm to obtain better map data . Note , that the term “ map The mapping method can be implemented as a probabi 
data ” is used herein to refer to both map data generated by 65 listic algorithm that takes certain input variables and returns 
the robot's processing component and the server . A skilled certain output variables . Input variables can comprise , for 
person will understand , that generating map data can be example , the robot's pose , the lines detected on the visual 
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images and / or certain objects with known real world coor find the best map MBest given the sensor readings . 
dinates . The output variables can comprise , for example , The map M can contain two parts : the path the robot took 
location of landmarks on a robot - dependent coordinate and the location of the landmarks , so that 
system , i.e. a map of a certain region . Landmarks can 
comprise structures such as buildings , doors , fences , poles , 5 M = ( Mp , M ) 
street signs , windows and other preferably man - made struc 
tures easily identifiable by straight lines . Such landmarks It can be natural to quantize the path into a set of poses 
can generally be separated into two types : line type land coinciding with the times the camera images were taken . So , 
marks and pole type landmarks . That is , landmarks that are if Np camera images were taken ( at times t1 , ... , typ ) , then 
substantially vertical can comprise pole type landmarks and 10 the robot path part of the map can look as 
landmarks that are substantially horizontal can comprise line 
type landmarks . Mp = ( x7 ° .yi ” , z1 " , Q1 " , BP , YIP , ... XD YND , znp , 
Suppose a robot is driven through some area . This can be PBNp ” , YN ? " ) 

referred to as a robot run . Along the way it can pick up where a pose is represented by six values x ; ? , y ; " , z ?, a , ? , 
sensor readings such as the GPS position , movement dis- 15 B ; ? , Yi ? ( the robot position and the Euler angles ) . 
tance from the odometer , rotation information from the As mentioned above , it can be useful to categorize the 
gyroscope , camera images , accelerometer data , and poten landmarks into line type and pole type . Line type landmarks 
tially other readings . Two quantities can be defined in this can be formed by edges ( building corners , pavement edges , 
context : the map ( M ) and sensor readings ( R ) . The map M window edges , etc ) . In 3D space they can be represented by 
is a collection of all the landmarks the robot can see with its 20 four numbers : position x ; ' , y , and orientation Euler angles 
camera . The map can also contain the exact path the robot a , and Bi- , provided a constant reference frame ( describing 
took . It can be simply defined as a vector of numbers : the line's " vertical space ” ) represented by rotation matrix 

RLER and origin cLER 371 are given . 
, mm ) If there are N , line type landmarks , then the landmark part 

The values of M are unknown in the mapping problem , so 25 of the map vector is 
it is the variable to be determined . Furthermore , it is not 
known how many landmarks there are or the type of those M2 = ( x , y ,, a , ' , B ..... X'YN , " UN " BN " ) 
landmarks . The sensor readings R can likewise be defined as To conclude , if there are Np poses and N , landmarks , then a vector of numbers , the line type landmark part of the map M is simply a vector 

of 6.Np + 4 : N , numbers ( assuming that the origin and refer R = ( y1 , „ YIR ) ence frame for the line type landmarks are given ) . 
It is the result of an actual robot run and is a constant Vertical or substantially vertical lines can comprise pole quantity in the following Bayesian statement : type landmarks . Many vertical lines can be generated by 

poles — lamp poles , traffic sign posts , fence posts , trash cans , 
bollards , etc. These landmarks can also be modelled and 

P ( RM ) P ( M ) P ( MR ) added as input variables into the map M. 
P ( R ) Note that associating lines detected from camera images 

to landmarks can be challenging . Some lines belong to the 
The statement is simply the Bayes theorem that estab- 40 same landmark , while other lines don't belong to landmarks 

lishes the relationship between conditional probabilities . It at all ( they can be detected due to a shadow on the ground , 
establishes the relationship between conditional probabili a moving car , a light trick , or something else ) . To accurately 
ties P ( AIB ) ( probability of A given B ) and P ( B | A ) ( prob associate lines to actual landmarks , lines can be tracked 
ability of B given A ) . This is well known to the person across multiple robot poses ( i.e. as the robot moves and the 
skilled in the art . cameras take images at different positions and orientations 

That is , if some map was known , the relationship of its of the robot ) , some lines can be merged together , some lines 
probability given the sensor readings to the probability of can be discarded , color can be compared on each side of the 
having such readings or map independently at all could be lines . The association can be done as an iterative algorithm 
established . These probabilities can be almost impossible to smoothly adjusting landmark candidates and culling them as 

needed . numerically quantify . However , their exact values are not 50 
actually needed . Only the “ best ” map should be found , The sensor readings obtained during a robot run are 
defined as : constant . Therefore , in the original Bayesian statement , 

P ( R ) = const . The quantity P ( M ) corresponds to the probabil 
ity of getting a certain map M from the set of all possible 
maps . This set is unrestricted , and therefore very large . In MBEST = argmax P ( MR ) practice , only maps that are physically possible within the 
context of the chosen data model are considered . The 

That is , the map maximizing the probability of the map M probability of obtaining such M from the set of all maps is 
given the obtained sensor readings R. From a camera image , about the same . Therefore , also P ( M ) const . What is left to 

estimate is a series of lines or edges is obtained . These lines correspond 60 
to the landmarks on the map . However , it is not known 
which lines are associated to which landmarks . Some of the P ( MR ) | R ) ~ P ( RM ) 
lines are also noise . The problem set can thus be summarized That is , the probability of the map given certain readings 
as follows : is proportional to the probability of the readings given the 

determine the number of landmarks | MI and their types 65 map . P ( RIM ) can be quantified in the following way . P ( RIM ) 
determine which 2D lines from camera images are asso is the probability of getting sensor readings R if given map 

ciated to which landmarks M. Sensor readings contain errors . A further approximation 

35 

45 

55 
MEM 
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can be made by stating that the sensor readings are approxi These sensor reading errors can result in outliers that can 
mately normally distributed , that is severely distort the sum S ( M ) , resulting in an incorrect map , 

or even in a complete failure of the optimization algorithms . 
R - N ( u . ) It is assumed that most sensors produce correct results 

where u are the error free values ( ground truth that is not ( normally distributed with known covariance ) most of the 
known ) and X is the covariance matrix that can be derived time . However , it is not known which readings are normal 
from the properties of the sensors and the readings taken . and which contain systematic errors ; therefore , to avoid 
While u is not known , given the best map , its approximation failure of the algorithm or producing the wrong maps , a 
can be calculated , that is uu ( MBEST ) . technique for capping the sensor errors can be used . 

The form of the probability P ( RIM ) can now be approxi- 10 The sum S ( M ) can be diagonalized ( as is known in the art 
mately stated as : and obvious for the skilled person ) into 

5 

P ( RM ) - Cwe e - cam ) = r ) 72 = ! ( ( M ) = R ) RI 
15 8 : ( M , R ) S ( M ) = ?? Oi 

i = 1 

where Cw contains the normalization constant . The goal is to 
maximize P ( M?R ) —this is equivalent to maximizing the 
value P ( RIM ) , or , equivalently , minimizing its negative To compensate for the systematic errors , this sum of 
logarithm : 20 squared scaled errors can be modified by introducing an 

error capping function a ( x ) , so that 

TRI 
25 ( 8i ( M , R ) S ( M ) = [ a ( 8 :( i 

InPUR 1 M ) = -3 ( ( M ) – 1 ) " Ž ( HCM ) – R ) + CL 
' ' ??? 

S ( M ) = ( ( M ) – R ) " ] 
MBEST = argmax ( u ( M ) , R ) ? ( u ( M ) - R ) , i = 1 

MEM 

( u ( M ) -R ) , The function a ( x ) can be chosen so that a ( x ) « x when 
30 x | < Xz , where X , is in the range of linearity ( so that the 

function is approximately linear around the origin ) , and the 
So , to find the best map MBEST , the sum S ( M ) should be function is constrained so that la ( x ) } < Ewhen [ x ] < xc , where 
minimized . The problem of finding the best map has been Xc is the maximum possible sensor error and E is the 
reduced to one of nonlinear minimization . The process can maximum allowed error ( that can be adjusted according to 
run as an iterative optimization algorithm aiming to maxi- 35 testing for example ) . One function that can be used here is 
mize the overall probability of obtaining a certain map given the arctangent . Similarly behaving functions can also be 
the known sensor readings . used . In preferred embodiments , the function a ( x ) can be 

In some preferred embodiments , the method comprises an strictly monotonic . In other preferred embodiments , the 
error capping step , wherein the errors associated with the function can have a continuous first derivative . The function 
robot's sensors are capped . Preferably , the errors associated 40 a ( x ) can be scaled to pick a suitable range of linearity X , and 
with systematic sensor errors and / or invalid physical object the maximum error value E. Different parameters of linearity 
( or landmark ) associations of the camera image lines are and of maximum error can be used for different sensors . The 
capped . parameters may also be changed dynamically when addi 

Looking at different maps M and determining which one tional information is known about the operation of the 
minimizes the sum S ( M ) should yield the most likely map , 45 sensor of during the minimization algorithms as the map M 
given that the sensor readings are normally distributed . That converges to its best value . In preferred embodiments , the 
is , that the errors associated with the values that the sensors linear range x , can be within 1-10 and the maximum error 
obtained are normally distributed . However , the errors asso value E can be within the range 10-100 ( assuming sensor 
ciated with sensor readings can be inherently non - Gaussian , errors are scaled to realistic values ) . Aside from the diagonal 
or may contain various systematic errors due to external and 50 form of S ( M ) ( as shown above ) , the error capping can 
internal causes . For example , systematic errors can include instead be applied directly to the elements of vector u ( M ) -R 
the following : a constant or slowly - decaying offset ; bias of if suitable scaling is used . Then , the error capping can be 
the sensor in a certain direction ; non - modelled or incorrectly applied without transforming S ( M ) to its diagonal form . 
sensed robot behaviour ( for example , wheel slippage can This modification allows for large occasional systematic 
result in erroneous odometry reading ) ; incorrect feature 55 errors in the sensor readings and feature associations to 
association to a landmark ( for example , a line extracted from landmarks , while at the same time yielding to the standard 
a camera image can be associated to a wrong landmark ) ; algorithms used for nonlinear minimization . Such algo 
sensor reading timing offset ( a sensor reading can actually be rithms can comprise , for example , the gradient descent 
from a time before or after the sensor - reported time ) ; incor method , nonlinear conjugate gradient methods , quasi - New 
rect calibration of a sensor ; change of sensor orientation 60 ton methods , the Gauss - Newton method , the Levenberg 
within the robot reference frame due to the robot flexing Marquardt method etc. The modification works with New 
during movement or due to vibration ; sensor misbehaving ton - based methods , because the capping function is linear 
due to external environmental factors ( for example , magne around the origin . The modification can work best with 
tometer readings can be unreliable when the robot passes gradient - based methods when the capping function a ( x ) is 
close by a large metal object or an electrical conduit ) ; sensor 65 strictly monotonic . The error capping step of the algorithm 
misbehaving due to inherent problems or defects in its can be particularly advantageous , as it can increase the 
design or manufacture etc. robustness of the map finding . Using error capping allows 
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the algorithm to cope with systematic sensor and association In some other embodiments , the method can be used in 
errors while still producing accurate maps . It further allows conjunction with a gradient - based optimization algorithm to 
for use of standard and efficient optimization algorithms at least compute a non - linear least squares problem . 
such as the Levenberg - Marquardt for example . After several In some preferred embodiments , the method can be used 
iterations of the optimization algorithm have been run , and 5 as part of the optimization algorithm to find the best possible 
the resulting map M is very close to MBEST , the sensor map of a mobile robot's surroundings . That is , this use of the 
readings with large systematic errors and / or invalid land error capping method is described in more detail above as 
mark associations can be easy to differentiate from the rest pertaining specifically to the current mapping method . 
of the data . These sensor readings and / or invalid landmark The method can be used as part of the localization 
associations can then be removed from the sum S ( M ) . After 10 algorithm to find a mobile robot’s position and orientation 
this , the optimization algorithm can be run again to further with respect to a map . For example , the error capping can be 
improve the map quality . used when localizing the robot using the map built according 

In some other preferred embodiments , the error capping to the presently described method . 
can comprise a standalone method for modifying error terms The method can be used as part of the optimization 
in least squares - based optimization algorithms . The method 15 algorithm for calibrating the positions and orientations of a 
comprises acquiring a plurality of data points with corre plurality of cameras fixed with respect to each other . That is , 
sponding error estimates by measuring a physical system . a mobile robot with a plurality of cameras can require a 
The method further comprises constructing a model com calibration of said cameras . This can be advantageous , as 
prising a plurality of parameters to be determined , said knowing the precise camera positions with respect to each 
model describing the physical system . The method further 20 other can yield more accurate combinations of images taken 
comprises computing residual errors of the data points using by different cameras for example . 
the model and its parameters . The method further comprises In some embodiments , data points can comprise at least 
scaling the residual errors by data point error estimates . The one or a combination of sensor readings such as GPS 
method further comprises applying an error cap function to coordinates , altitude , odometry data , and / or straight lines 
the scaled residual errors . The method further comprises 25 extracted from camera images . 
summing the squared capped scaled residual errors . The In some embodiments , parameters can comprise a map 
method further comprises minimizing the sum by changing comprising a plurality of landmarks placed on a coordinate 
the model parameters . system . 

The model parameters can comprise , for example , the In some embodiments , the least squares - based optimiza 
map in the case where the error capping is used within the 30 tion algorithm can be used to generate map data of a mobile 
mapping method as described in the present document . That robot's surroundings using at least sensor data from the 
is , the landmarks and / or poses of the robot on a certain mobile robot and wherein parameters comprise a map com 
coordinate system . prising the path taken by the mobile robot . In some embodi 

The model can comprise an approximation of the physical ments , the errors capped comprise at least one or a combi 
system . That is , the model can provide a framework of 35 nation of systematic errors associated with sensors of a 
relations between the measurable quantities . However , the mobile robot such as a GPS component and / or errors asso 
precise mathematical details of the model can be unknown ciated with associating lines extracted from visual images to 
to start with . These can comprise coefficients , exponents , landmarks on a coordinate system . 
angles , lengths and so on . Those unknowns can comprise the In some embodiments , the method can comprise diago 
parameters ( in the current application , the map ) . 40 nalizing a covariance matrix associated with the error esti 

In some embodiments , the error cap function is strictly mates prior to scaling the residual errors by data point error 
monotonic . The error cap function can comprise a continu estimates . That is , in some more complex least - squares 
ous first derivative . The error cap function can be approxi problems , the errors associated with data points can com 
mately linear around the origin . The error cap function can prise a covariance matrix . In such embodiments , the error 
be bounded from below and from above by a maximum 45 capping can be performed after diagonalizing this matrix . 
allowed error value . The error cap function can comprise an Then , the error capping function can be applied to the 
arctangent function . The error cap function can also be as diagonal elements and the method can proceed as before . 
described above and / or below in the figure description . In some embodiments , the method can be used to cap 

Though in the present document , the error capping association errors arising from associating data points with 
method is described as a part of the mapping method , a 50 incorrect model components . That is , in the present mapping 
skilled person will understand that it can be applied more method application , this can refer to errors arising from false 
generally to a wide array of optimization algorithms . It is associations of lines to landmarks . In such embodiments , the 
particularly advantageous , as it can allow using standard model can comprise a map and model components comprise 
algorithms such as the Levenberg - Marquardt ones for com landmarks and / or physical objects and / or path poses . 
plex problems ( such as the present mapping problem ) . 55 The mapping algorithm can be run on “ patches ” or 
Without the error capping method , the standard algorithm “ regions ” of the total path that the robot is taking . For 
can fail or return sub - optimal results . However , it can be example , the mapping algorithm can be run on 300 robot 
much more robust with this method . poses . If the robot travels at about 5 km / h ( 1.4 m / s ) and there 

In some embodiments , the method can be used to cap are about 4-5 poses per second ( as poses can be measured 
systematic errors comprised in sensor readings . In such 60 simultaneously with the camera images being taken ) , 300 
embodiments , it can be used to improve the robustness of an poses can correspond to a patch of about 94 meters . In 
optimization algorithm and to increase the likelihood of general , one patch can comprise between 100 and 10000 
obtaining parameters that conform the closest to the physical robot poses , but preferably around 100-1000 robot poses . 
system . In some preferred embodiments , the method can be used 

In some embodiments , the method can be used in con- 65 as a SLAM method by an autonomous and / or semi - autono 
junction with the Levenberg - Marquardt algorithm to at least mous mobile robot . SLAM refers to simultaneous localiza 
compute a non - linear least squares problem . tion and mapping . That is , in some embodiments , the 
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method can be run on the robot as it navigates autonomously camera components ; and ( iii ) extracting features from the 
and / or semi - autonomously . As the algorithm can also yield individual visual images with at least one processing com 
the path that the robot took , the robot can localize itself and ponent ; and ( iv ) obtaining location related data from the 
build map data of its surroundings simultaneously . This can extracted features in ( iii ) ; and ( v ) receiving location related 
be particularly advantageous , as the robot can then just 5 data from the at least one dead reckoning component ; and 
navigate through an unfamiliar area and build map data of it ( vi ) combining location related data obtained from the 
without previously knowing what the area looks like . In features extracted from the visual images in ( iv ) and location 
some embodiments , the invention provides a mobile robot related data received from the at least one dead reckoning 
comprising ( i ) at least one memory component comprising component in ( v ) weighted based on errors associated with 
at least map data , ( ii ) at least two cameras adapted to take 10 each of them ; and ( vii ) forming a hypothesis on the robot's 
visual images of an environment , and ( iii ) at least one pose based on the combined data in ( vi ) . 
processing component adapted to at least extract straight The mobile robot can be an autonomous and / or a semi 
lines from the visual images taken by the at least two autonomous robot . The robot can be land - based . The robot 
cameras and compare them to the map data to at least can be adapted to move on the ground . In particular , the 
localize the robot . 15 robot can be wheeled and adapted to move in unstructured 

In some embodiments , the invention provides an assem urban areas that include moving and stationary obstacles . In 
bly of mobile robots comprising at least two mobile robots , one embodiment , the robot comprises a set of at least 4 
and each of the robots comprising ( i ) at least one memory ( four ) wheels mounted on a frame . The robot can further 
component comprising at least map data , ( ii ) at least two comprise a body mounted on the frame . The robot can 
cameras adapted to take visual images of an environment , 20 further comprise lights mounted on the body and / or on the 
( iii ) at least one processing component adapted to at least frame . The lights can be LED lights . The lights can assist the 
extract features from the visual images taken by the at least robot with localization and / or navigation on short scales 
one camera and compare them to the map data to at least and / or with obstacle detection . The lights can illuminate the 
localize the robot , ( iv ) and at least one communication environment in which the robot operates in the dark and / or 
component adapted to send and receive data between the 25 dusk . Additionally or alternatively , the robot can comprise at 
robots , particularly image and / or map data . least one microphone and / or at least one speaker , for com 

In some embodiments , a mapping method making use of municating with its surrounding , for example pedestrians in 
the invention is provided . The mapping method can make an urban area , such as on a pedestrian path . 
use of any features of the system listed above and below . The Cameras and other components described herein can be 
mapping method comprises ( i ) operating at least one mobile 30 mounted on the frame and / or on the body of the robot . In one 
robot comprising at least two cameras and at least one particular embodiment , the dimensions of the robot are 
processing component , ( ii ) taking visual images with the at width : 40 to 70 cm , such as about 55 cm , height : 40 to 70 
least one robot's at least tw cameras , ( iii ) performing cm , such as about 60 cm , length : 50 to 80 cm , such as about 
preprocessing on a file generated by combining visual 65 cm . The invention can comprise more than one robot . In 
images from the at least two cameras , ( iv ) extracting features 35 one embodiment , the robot can operate autonomously dur 
from the individual visual images with at least one process ing most of its operation , such as about 95 % of the time , 
ing component , and ( v ) building map data using the about 97 % of the time , about 98 % of the time , or about 99 % 
extracted features from the visual images . of the time . The robot can be adapted to travel with a speed 

In some embodiments , the invention provides a mobile of no more than 10 km / h , or no more than 8 km / h or no more 
robot comprising ( i ) at least one memory component com- 40 than 6 km / h . In a preferred embodiment , the robot drives 
prising at least map data , ( ii ) at least two cameras adapted to with a speed between 3 and 6 km / h and / or between 4 and 5 
take visual images of an environment , and ( iii ) at least one km / h . In a preferred embodiment , the robot can be used for 
processing component adapted to at least extract features delivery purposes . The robot can comprise an enclosed 
from the visual images taken by the at least two cameras and space within its body where at least one delivery can be 
compare them to the map data to at least localize the robot . 45 stored during the transit . The robot can further comprise a 

In some embodiments , a localization method making use secure access device for providing access to the space . This 
of the invention is provided . The localization method can device can be a lock and / or a closure mechanism controlled 
make use of any features of the system described herein . The by a secure interface . The robot and the delivery can have a 
localization method comprises ( i ) operating at least one combined weight of no more than 40 kg , such as no more 
mobile robot comprising at least two cameras , at least one 50 than 35 kg , such as no more than 30 kg , such as no more than 
memory component , and at least one processing component , 25 kg . In a preferred embodiment , the robot and the delivery 
( ii ) taking visual images with the at least one robot's at least have a combined weight of 10-25 kg , more preferably 10-20 
two camera components , ( iii ) performing preprocessing on kg . 
a file generated by combining visual images from the at least The memory component of the mobile robot can comprise 
two cameras , ( iv ) extracting features from the individual 55 a Random Access Memory ( RAM ) device . It can be a 
visual images with at least one processing component , ( v ) standalone component or , in a preferred embodiment , an 
comparing the extracted features with existing map data integrated part of a System on a Chip ( SOC ) . The memory 
stored on the at least one robot's at least one memory component preferably stores at least map data that can relate 
component , and ( vi ) localizing the at least one robot using to the robot's current and / or prospective operating area . The 
the comparison in ( v ) . In some embodiments , a localization 60 operating area , also referred to as area of operation , can be 
method making use of the invention is provided . The local fixed or can be modified during the course of the robot's 
ization method can make use of any features of the system operation . In a preferred embodiment , the operating area 
described herein . The method comprises ( i ) providing at comprises an inhabited region that can consist of a city , a 
least one mobile robot comprising at least one dead reck village , a neighbourhood and / or an arbitrarily defined part of 
oning component , at least two cameras , at least one memory 65 a city . The operating area can also comprise regions with 
component , and at least one processing component ; and ( ii ) standalone human habitations and / or regions frequented by 
taking visual images with the at least one robot's at least two humans . The map data that can be stored within the memory 
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component can comprise a plurality of vectors , straight cans , street lights and the like ) , vehicle roads including 
lines , point features and / or grid features defined with respect vehicles , bicycles , traffic lights and the like and / or other 
to some coordinate system . The map data can comprise two traversable environments such as parking lots , lawns and / or 
points and / or a point and a direction defined with respect to fields . 
an arbitrary but fixed coordinate system . The coordinate 5 The use of a plurality of cameras to map the surroundings 
system can be a Cartesian coordinate system approximating of the robot can be particularly advantageous . A plurality of 
such a part of the globe so that the curvature does not cameras can be pointed in a plurality of directions , therefore 
introduce significant error . The coordinate system can be covering a larger part of the robot's surroundings . Further 
converted to a GPS coordinate system ( for example more , if one camera comprises a defect and / or gets blocked , 
WGS84 ) and / or other standard systems . The map data can 10 the other cameras can allow the robot to still record enough 
also thus be converted to a standard coordinate system such data to build a map and / or to perform localization . This can 
as GPS coordinates . be particularly relevant for a robot operating outdoors , as 

The cameras on the robot are typically adapted to take weather conditions such as sunlight , rain , snow , fog , hail or 
visual images of the surrounding environment of the robot similar can obstruct the view of the cameras . Multiple 
within its operating area . Typically , the surrounding envi- 15 cameras are also particularly advantageous for the current 
ronment comprises closely located visual objects , such as inventions , as some landmarks and / or physical objects can 
objects that are located within a radius of about 1 km or less , be seen on images taken by different cameras . This can be 
500 m or less , 300 m or less , 200 m or less or 100 m or less used by the algorithm to confirm that those lines do belong 
from the robot . Accordingly , the robot can be adapted to take to a landmark and / or to a physical object . Conversely , if a 
and process images of the surroundings of the robot that are 20 line or several lines are seen only on one camera , the lines 
within a radius of about 1 km or less , 500 m or less , 300 m can be an artefact of the light and / or a transient object 
or less , 200 m or less or 100 m or less . The environment is captured only by one camera . This is very advantageous 
typically an unstructured outdoor environment that changes when lines are being associated to landmarks and / or com 
with time and the geographical surroundings of the robots as pared with an existing map . 
it travels along its path . The environment can also be at least 25 The processing component can be part of and / or comprise 
partially indoor , or under a roof , for example if the robot is a System on a Chip ( SOC ) , for example similar to smart 
travelling through a mall , garage , apartment complex , office phone processors . The memory component can be part of the 
buildings , or the like . same SoC . The processing component can be adapted to 

The cameras of the mobile robot can be for example localize the robot using the visual images captured by the 
similar to smartphone cameras . They can be adapted to 30 cameras . The processing component can preferably also be 
capture 1-10 images per second , more preferably 3-5 images adapted to extract features from the visual images captured 
per second or more preferably 4 images per second . The by the cameras . In one preferred embodiment , the features 
camera viewing angles can be 100-120 ° , more preferably can be straight lines . The straight lines can be extracted by 
40 ° -100 ° , more preferably 60 ° by 80 ° . The robot can com applying an edge detection algorithm ( such as Canny algo 
prise a plurality of cameras . In a preferred embodiment , the 35 rithm for example ) followed by a line extractor algorithm 
robot comprises at least 4 ( four ) cameras . In a more pre ( such as Hough transform for example ) to the preprocessed 
ferred embodiment , the robot comprises 9 ( nine ) cameras . visual images . Preprocessing can include combining the 
The cameras can be placed anywhere around the body of the images , sharpening the images , smoothing the images and / or 
robot , preferably in positions optimizing the viewing angles adding contrast to the images . It can also include any 
of the different cameras . Some cameras can be stereo 40 adjustment to image color scheme . 
cameras . In a preferred embodiment , one pair of front The extracted features can be used to build a map of the 
cameras are stereo cameras . In a more preferred embodi robot's operating area and / or to localize the robot using an 
ment , the robot comprises 4 ( four ) pairs of stereo cameras . existing map . A map can comprise a collection of vectors 
In this preferred embodiment , the stereo cameras are posi and / or lines and / or line segments and / or point features 
tioned in the front of the robot , on both sides of the robot and 45 and / or grid features defined with respect to some coordinate 
on the back of the robot . One more camera is positioned in system . The map can be preloaded onto a memory compo 
the front of the robot . The stereo cameras can be used to nent of the robot . Alternatively , the map is downloaded onto 
triangulate objects captured in the visual images . Depth the memory component during operation . The map can be 
perception of the visual images can be improved with stereo downloaded in fragments as the robot is moving between 
cameras . The separation between the stereo cameras can be 50 geographical areas . 
5-20 cm . In a preferred embodiment , the separation between The cameras on the robot can take visual images of the 
the front and back stereo cameras is 5-10 cm and the robot's surroundings during its roving in an operating area . 
separation between the sides stereo cameras is 15-20 cm . The cameras can be adapted to take images with a frequency 
The cameras can be placed on the robot so as to take of 1 to 10 images per second , such as 2 to 8 images per 
landscape orientation visual images and / or portrait orienta- 55 second , or 3 to 7 images per second , or 3 to 5 images per 
tion visual images . Landscape orientation visual images can second , or 4 to 6 images per second . In one embodiment , the 
be understood to mean visual images wherein the wider cameras are adapted to take images at a frequency of 4 
camera capture angle is approximately parallel to the ground images per second . Preferably , image capture is performed 
and the narrower camera capture angle is approximately continuously during the robot's operation at the described 
perpendicular to the ground . In a preferred embodiment , the 60 frequency , i.e. the robot is preferably adapted to take images 
side cameras are placed in a portrait orientation and the front continuously using at least one , and preferably all , of the 
and back cameras are placed in a landscape orientation . In cameras during its operation . The visual images can then be 
one embodiment , the cameras can take visual images of an combined into one file and preprocessed . Preferably , the 
unstructured outdoor environment . This environment can images from different cameras are taken simultaneously . 
comprise at least one or any combination of pedestrian paths 65 This can mean that the time difference of the different 
comprising stationary and moving obstacles ( for example images to be processed is considerably shorter than the time 
pedestrians , animals , strollers , wheelchairs , mailboxes , trash between successive images that are processed . After prepro 
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cessing , the file containing preprocessed image data is The robot can further comprise a pressure sensor . The 
separated into individual image files representing the differ pressure sensor can be used for precise altitude - based local 
ent cameras , and the straight lines are extracted from the ization . In one embodiment , another pressure sensor can be 
individual images . The straight lines are then combined and located at a known location within the robot's area of 
used to build map data of the robot's operating area . 5 operation , for example at a hub . The hub can be a physical 

In yet another embodiment , the robot already has stored location ( for example a parking lot ) , a physical structure ( for 
map data on its memory component . The extracted straight example a house , a warehouse , a shipping container , a barn , 
lines are then compared with stored map data and run a depot and / or a garage ) , and / or a mobile structure ( for 
through a particle filter to model the probability distribution example a truck , a trailer and / or a train wagon ) . The hub can 
of the robot pose . An optimal pose is then chosen based on 10 serve as a storage , maintenance , repair , recharging and 
the comparison . resupply station for the robot . One hub can comprise one or 

The processing component is adapted to localize the robot more robots . In a preferred embodiment , one hub can service 
with an error of at most 10 cm . In a preferred embodiment , a plurality of robots , such as 20-200 robots . With a pressure 
the processing component is adapted to localize the robot sensor placed at the location of the hub , a precise altitude 
with an error of at most 5 cm . In a more preferred embodi- 15 reference is established , and the localization of the robot can 
ment , the processing component is adapted to localize the be improved by comparing the data from the robot's pres 
robot with an error of at most 3 cm . The precision of the sure sensor to the data from the hub's pressure sensor . 
localization can depend on the number of the cameras and / or The robot can further comprise a communication compo 
on the knowledge of the relative positions of the cameras nent adapted to exchange data with one or more server , 
and / or on the calibration of the system . Localization can be 20 particularly image and / or map data . The server can comprise 
more precise for objects located closer than for objects multiple servers and / or a cluster of servers and / or one or 
located further away . more cloud servers . In one preferred embodiment , the server 

The processing component can combine the features is a cloud server . In another embodiment , the server com 
extracted from visual images taken by different cameras into prises a cluster of servers , some of which can be cloud 
a coherent map and / or localize using the combined extracted 25 servers . The server can store , analyse and / or send out data , 
features . The processing component is adapted to provide such as for example map and localization related data . The 
instructions about navigation of the robot , by using visual server can also perform calculations , for example calcula 
localization based on the extracted features , as well as map tions related to the generation of a geographical map , 
information and information about the intended destination localization calculations , and / or route calculations for the 
of the robot . Navigation can include changing the pose of the 30 robot . The communication component can comprise at least 
robot ( 6 degree - of - freedom position and orientation data ) by one slot for a Subscriber Identity Module ( SIM card ) , 
moving in some direction and / or rotating . Navigation can preferably two slots for two SIM cards . The use of two SIM 
further include making decisions about the best course of cards is an advantage , since it increases reliability and 
movement and adapting those decisions based on the local allows for simultaneous communication via both SIM cards 
ization information . 35 for larger and / or faster data transmission . In a preferred 

The robot can further comprise a plurality of sensors embodiment , two different mobile operators are used for 
adapted to measure different parameters related to the envi operation using the two SIM cards . In this case , if one 
ronment and / or to the localization of the robot . The sensors mobile operator does not provide coverage in some part of 
can comprise at least one or any combination of at least one the robot’s area of operation , the robot can still communicate 
GPS component , at least one accelerometer , at least one 40 via the other SIM card . 
gyroscope ( in a preferred embodiment 4 ( four ) gyroscopes ) , The robot can further be adapted to receive navigation 
at least one odometer , at least one magnetometer , at least one instructions from the server at specific intervals and / or after 
time of flight camera and / or at least one Lidar sensor . A requesting input from the server . In one embodiment , the 
preferred embodiment comprises at least one of all of those robot receives navigation instructions every 50-150 meters . 
sensors . In a preferred embodiment , the sensors measure 45 The robot can further send a request for input to the server 
data related to the pose of the robot . The processing com when faced with an unfamiliar situation . The robot can also 
ponent localizes the robot by first processing the sensor data request manual input about its navigation , for example when 
for an approximate pose estimate , and then improving this facing hazardous conditions such as crossing a street . Dur 
estimate by using visual localization . The pose improvement ing such manual operation , a remote operator can provide 
can for example be done by using a particle filter . The 50 navigation instructions to the robot and direct it through the 
features extracted from the visual images can be compared hazard , such as across the street . Once the robot has reached 
to a map comprising features corresponding to a certain set a safe environment , the operator can instruct the robot to 
of different poses . resume autonomous navigation . The operator can further 

The particle filter can then select the most likely pose communicate with people in the immediate surroundings of 
estimate from the set based on the likelihood of each pose . 55 the robot through the microphone and speakers that can be 
The processing component can be adapted to localize the mounted on the robot . The robot can however continue to 
robot based on an iterative algorithm estimating robot pose update its localization during manual control . 
at set time intervals . This iterative algorithm can rely on an In another embodiment , the invention discloses an assem 
application of the particle filter method . A hypothesis on a bly of mobile robots comprising at least two mobile robots . 
robot's pose can include data from at least one sensor such 60 The robots can be as described above . The robots can be 
as at least one camera , a GPS component , an odometer , an adapted to communicate with each other via the communi 
accelerometer , a time of flight camera , and / or a magnetom cation module . The communication can be routed via the 
eter . A sensor's data can further be absolute ( such as data server . The data sent between the robots and / or between the 
from a GPS component and / or data obtained from visual robots and the server can be combined into a map of an 
camera images for example ) or relative to previous robot 65 operating area and / or of multiple operating areas . The coor 
pose ( such as data from odometers and / or gyroscopes for dinates used for each map data can be different , but they can 
example ) each be converted into a standard coordinate system and / or 
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combined in one unified arbitrary coordinate system . Mul cars can be cumbersome and impractical to use on a mobile 
tiple operating areas can correspond for example to different delivery robot operating on sidewalks . 
parts of a city . An operating area can comprise one hub The above features along with additional details of the 
and / or multiple hubs . The robots benefit from the map data invention , are described further in the examples below , 
gathered by the other robots via the map data exchange . The 5 which are intended to further illustrate the invention but are 
server can coordinate the exchange of map data . The server not intended to limit its scope in any way . 
can further store map data and unify it into a global map . The 
server can send out map data to the robots based on their BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
operating area . The map data can further be updated by the 
robots if the visual images taken by the cameras demonstrate 10 FIG . 1 shows a perspective view onto a robot embodiment 
a consistent change in the extracted features . For example , in accordance with the present invention ; 
if new construction work is taking place within an operating FIG . 2 shows an embodiment of different camera viewing 
area , the map of this operating area can be updated corre angles ; 
spondingly . FIG . 3 shows an embodiment of straight lines extracted 

In some preferred embodiments , the method can comprise 15 from an exemplary image using the described invention ; 
a plurality of optimization algorithms . That is , the overall FIG . 4 shows a schematic description of an embodiment 
goal of the method can be to generate map data which can of a mapping method ; 
comprise landmarks with their location determined by the FIG . 5 shows a schematic description of an embodiment 
lines extracted from camera images . Therefore , the overall of a localization method ; 
goal can be to find as many landmarks as possible with the 20 FIG . 6 shows an embodiment of a localization method 
best possible precision . At each step of the process , the best according to the invention ; 
map can be found . This map can be the best given the step's FIG . 7 shows an embodiment of the error capping func 
assumptions on which lines correspond to landmarks and tion according to one embodiment of a mapping method . 
which should be removed . Therefore , the best map can be 
found repeatedly , each time making new associations and 25 DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS EMBODIMENTS 
removing bad associations , as the map can improve with 
every step , provided the algorithm is functioning correctly . In the following , exemplary embodiments of the inven 
In this way , finding the best map can be part of an iterative tion will be described , referring to the figures . These 
algorithm which repeats at each step of an overlying itera examples are provided to provide further understanding of 
tive algorithm that has as a goal the maximisation of the 30 the invention , without limiting its scope . 
landmarks located on the map . In the following description , a series of features and / or 

In some embodiments , the presently described method steps are described . The skilled person will appreciate that 
and / or device and / or assembly can be directed to a vehicle , unless required by the context , the order of features and 
a car and / or a self - driving car . That is , the mapping method steps is not critical for the resulting configuration and its 
can be used by a self - driving car to build map data , and / or 35 effect . Further , it will be apparent to the skilled person that 
to navigate and / or to perform SLAM . irrespective of the order of features and steps , the presence 
However , in other embodiments , the device and / or the or absence of time delay between steps , can be present 

assembly described herein , that is , the mobile robot and / or between some or all of the described steps . 
the assembly of mobile robots are substantially different FIG . 1 shows an embodiment of the robot 100 according 
from a car and / or a self - driving car . That is , in such 40 to the invention . The robot comprises wheels 1 adapted for 
embodiments , the mobile robot is significantly smaller than land - based motion . Frame 2 can be mounted on the wheels 
a car . In such embodiments , typical dimensions of the robot 1. Body 3 can be mounted on the frame 2. A processing 
may be as follows . Width : 20 to 100 cm , preferably 40 to 70 component 15 , a memory component 16 and a communi 
cm , such as about 55 cm . Height : 20 to 100 cm , preferably cation component 17 can be mounted on the frame 2 and / or 
40 to 70 cm , such as about 60 cm . Length : 30 to 120 cm , 45 on the body 3 of the robot 100. The memory component 16 
preferably 50 to 80 cm , such as about 65 cm . In such stores data and instructions , including instructions imple 
embodiments , the mobile robot is also sufficiently lighter menting an iterative algorithm 16a that resides in the 
than a car and / or a self - driving car . In such embodiments , the memory component . Body 3 can comprise an enclosed 
weight of the robot may be in the range of 2 to 50 kg , space ( not shown ) adapted to transport a delivery . Lights 4 
preferably in 5 to 40 kg , more preferably 7 to 25 kg , such as 50 can be placed around body 3 and / or frame 2. Lights 4 can for 
10 to 20 kg . In such embodiments , the robot can also be example be LED lights and can illuminate the environment 
adapted to operate on the sidewalks unlike a car and / or a in which the robot finds itself . This can be useful to indicate 
self - driving car . It can further have a velocity of no more the presence of the robot in the dark and / or assist visual 
than 20 km / h , such as no more than 10 km / h , preferably localization through better illumination . A plurality of cam 
between 4 and 6 km / h . 55 eras can be placed around body 3. In this embodiment , 9 

That is , embodiments where the present invention can be ( nine ) cameras are present . 
applied to cars and / or self - driving cars are substantially A first camera 10 can be positioned near the front of the 
different from embodiments where it can be applied to robot on the body 3. The first camera can provide an 
smaller , and / or lighter , and / or slower mobile robots . approximately horizontal view away from the robot . A 

It is known in the art that self - driving cars can use a 60 second camera 20 and a third camera 30 are positioned on 
plurality of sensors to autonomously navigate on public the two sides of the first camera 10 similarly near the front 
roads . Often , self - driving cars use Lidar sensors as a primary of the robot . 
or one of the primary means of localization . The current Second camera 20 and third camera 30 can be angled 
invention presents a cost , space and equipment efficient way 10-50 ° downwards , preferably 20-40 ° downwards with 
to localize a mobile robot with a precision of a few centi- 65 respect to the first camera's 10 orientation , i.e. they can be 
metres . The current invention can be applied to self - driving angled downwards with respect to a horizontal view . Second 
cars , however , the technology presently used for self - driving camera 20 and third camera 30 can be stereo cameras . They 
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can be separated by a distance of 5-10 cm . The stereo combining the visual images into one file for preprocessing . 
cameras facilitate triangulation of objects by comparing the This step can be done to speed up the process . After the 
features present on the visual images from the stereo cam preprocessing , the combined file can be separated into the 

individual images again . The third step S3 comprises 
A fourth camera 40 and a fifth camera 50 are placed on the 5 extracting lines from the individual images . This step can be 

left side of the robot’s body 3 with respect to a forward done using first an edge detecting algorithm such as for 
direction of motion . The fourth camera 40 and the fifth example the Canny algorithm and then using a line extract 
camera 50 can also be stereo cameras . They can be separated ing algorithm on the result of the edge detecting algorithm . 
by a distance of 15-20 cm . The line extracting algorithm can for example be the Hough 
On the right side of the robot’s body with respect to the 10 transform . The fourth step S4 comprises combining the 

direction of motion , a sixth camera ( not shown ) and a extracted lines to build map data of the area the visual 
seventh camera ( not shown ) are placed in a position that is images were taken in . 
complementary to positions of cameras 40 and 50. The sixth The precise positions of the cameras on the robot and with 
camera and the seventh camera can also be stereo cameras respect to each other can be known , which enables combin 
preferably separated by a distance of 15-20 cm . 15 ing the extracted lines in a coherent manner in one coordi 
On the back of the robot , an eighth camera ( not shown ) nate system . This coordinate system can be arbitrary , as long 

and a ninth camera 90 can be placed . The eighth camera and as it is consistent and can be converted into a standard 
the ninth camera 90 can also be stereo cameras preferably system such as GPS coordinates . The method comprising 
separated by a distance of 5-10 cm . One or more cameras steps S1 , S2 , S3 , and S4 can be repeated every time a new 
can be arranged in a portrait orientation . This means that the 20 set of visual images is taken by the cameras . In a preferred 
vertical viewing angle can be larger than the horizontal one . embodiment , this is repeated 1-10 times per second . The 
In the shown embodiment , the further through seventh side robot can thus build a consistent map data of its area of 
cameras can be placed in a portrait orientation . The other operation . If multiple robots are operating in one area of 
cameras ( first through third and eighth and ninth ) can be operation , they can exchange map data and update it when 
placed in a landscape orientation . This means that the 25 changes are detected . The robots can thus benefit from the 
horizontal viewing angle can be larger than the vertical one . map data taken by other robots . Map data of different 

FIG . 2 shows an embodiment of the robot according to the operating areas can be combined into global map data 
invention . FIG . 2 demonstrates viewing angles of a camera comprising all of the operating areas of the robots . 
setup as shown in FIG . 1. All of the cameras ' viewing angles FIG . 5 shows an embodiment of a localization method 
are shown . The viewing angles can be in the range of 40-80 ° 30 according to the invention . Steps S1 , S2 , and S3 can be the 
by 60-100 ° , preferably about 60 ° by 80 ° . The viewing angle same as in the mapping method of FIG . 4. The localization 
11 corresponds to the first camera 10. The viewing angles 21 method can be used when the robot comprises map data 
and 31 correspond to the cameras 20 and 30 respectively . stored within its memory component . The fifth step 
Those two cameras can be arranged in a stereo manner , S5 comprises comparing the straight lines extracted from 
which is why FIG . 2 demonstrates the viewing angles 35 the visual images ( e.g. , the aforementioned solid lines 120 ) 
intersecting . A similar arrangement can be achieved with the to map data stored within the robot’s memory component 
eighth and ninth cameras these can also be stereo cameras ( e.g. , the dotted lines 110 ) . The map data stored within the 
placed towards the back of the robot on its body 3. There memory component corresponds to different pose possibili 
fore , viewing angles 81 and 91 corresponding to the eighth ties of the robot . The robot can then use a particle filter 
and ninth cameras , respectively , are also shown as intersect- 40 algorithm to evaluate the likelihood of each pose being the 
ing . The two pairs of side cameras one pair being the true one . In the sixth step S6 the most likely pose is picked 
fourth and fifth cameras 40 , 50 and the second pair being the based on the probabilistic analysis of known pose possibili 
sixth and seventh cameras ( not shown ) can be placed in a ties . This most likely pose will provide localization of the 
stereo position in a portrait orientation . Their corresponding robot at the time the images are taken . The localization is 
viewing angles 41 and 51 , and 61 and 71 respectively 45 rapid , and is typically complete within a very short time 
similarly intersect . The robot has cameras mounted thereon frame , or at least before the next sets of images are processed 
which point in different directions and whose viewing angles ( which can occur every 0.1 to 1 second ) . 
do not intersect , i.e. , their fields of view are non - overlap If , for some reason , the robot is transiently unable to 
ping . For example , cameras 20 and 90 point in opposite perform image - based localization , for example if the robot 
directions ( one forward and one rearward ) and have non- 50 is unable to access or download a map to memory for 
overlapping fields of view . performing localization during transit , the robot can navi 

FIG . 3 shows an embodiment of straight lines 100 that can gate using other means of localizing that are also imple 
be extracted during the operation of the robot . Straight lines mented on the robot ( e.g. , one or more of GPS coordinates , 
100 can belong to permanent objects ( such as houses , accelerometer data , gyroscope data , odometer data , time of 
fences , sidewalks ) and / or transitory objects ( such as cars , 55 flight camera data , magnetometer data and / or at Lidar data . 
shadows ) . The invention is adapted to be calibrated using Once the robot is able to resume image - based localization , 
multiple test cases of the images — improving its accuracy in its course can be readjusted if necessary , based on the more 
detecting the lines and identifying the lines belonging to accurate localization data , taking into account its intended 
permanent objects . The extracted straight lines thus corre route of navigation . 
spond to contours of permanent ( non - transitory ) physical 60 FIG . 6 shows an embodiment of a localization method 
objects in the images . according to the invention . Steps S1 , S2 , and S3 can be the 

FIG . 4 shows an embodiment of a mapping method same as in the mapping method of FIG . 4 and in the 
according to the invention . The first step Si comprises localization method of FIG . 5. The localization method can 
taking visual images with the cameras placed on the robot . be used when the robot comprises map data stored within its 
The visual images can be taken simultaneously . In a pre- 65 memory component . 
ferred embodiment , the robot comprises 9 ( nine ) cameras The seventh step S7 can comprise receiving location 
taking simultaneous images . The second step S2 comprises related data from one or more dead reckoning components . 
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Those can comprise at least one odometer , at least one Those sensors yield measurements with an associated error . 
accelerometer , and / or at least one gyroscope . The eighth step Some of these errors can be systematic , as described above , 
S8 can comprise combining location related data obtained resulting in values far outside the normal range of the 
from the lines extracted from the visual images and location sensors . This can lead to problems with building the map , as 
related data received from the one or more dead reckoning 5 the map may end up distorted , so it cannot be used for 
components weighted based on the errors associated with navigation , and / or it may end up with too few landmarks each of them . The ninth step S9 can comprise forming a and / or the iterative algorithm and / or algorithms can fail . hypothesis on the robot’s pose based on the combined data . Additionally or alternatively , when associated lines The last two steps can be performed using for example a extracted from camera images , the associations can fail in particle filter algorithm as described above and below . such a way that the value is also outside the reasonable In one embodiment , the robot can receive location data 
each time step from the dead reckoning component . This range . Therefore , an error capping mechanism can be used 
location data can comprise an error estimate associated with to avoid failure of the algorithm due to too large errors . In 
it . Optimal time step duration can be determined by cali one embodiment , an error capping function a ( x ) can be 
bration . In a preferred embodiment , a time step can comprise is introduced . The left part of FIG . 7 shows one possible 
0.01-0.1 seconds , more preferably 0.01-0.05 seconds . The embodiment of the error function 300 , the arctangent . The 
location data can be taken as a starting point for robot pose variable of the function , that is the error , x is depicted by the 
estimation at each time step . The dead reckoning component line 200. Around the origin , the variable 200 and the error 
can comprise at least one odometer and / or at least one capping function 300 are very close to each other , that is , 
gyroscope . The dead reckoning component can then be a 20 they practically coincide . However , after the variable x 200 
control sensor as described in the particle filter description . exceeds a certain value X? , it continues growing linearly , 

The robot can further take visual images using at least two while the error capping function 300 converges to a constant 
cameras . The robot's processing component can then extract value . This constant value is denoted as E in the figure . The 
features from the visual images . In a preferred embodiment , range of linearity X , and the maximum error value E can be 
straight lines are extracted from the visual images and 25 adjusted as needed for a sensible capping of errors . Note , 
comprise location related data . The lines seen on a given that the arctangent is only one possible function to be used 
image and / or a given combination of images can be com as the error capping function 300. Other functions that 
pared with the lines that should be seen ( based on the map ) behave in a similar way can be used . That is , other functions 
based on the given particle's pose . Quantitatively this can be that approximately coincide with the variable around the 
represented as a probability of seeing the particular lines 30 origin and converge to a certain finite value after some time 
given the particle pose . This probability can be calculated can be used . Preferably , the error capping function 300 is 
approximately by a fitness function . It can be applied to the differentiable . Preferably , its first derivative is continuous . 
particle weights as described before . Normalization can be Preferably , the function 300 is strictly mo conic , that is , 
done to reduce correlations within a camera frame increases with increasing variable 200 . 
camera receiving many lines ( like for example from a picket 35 The right part of FIG . 7 shows the square of the variable 
fence ) should not dominate over another camera input that x 210 and the square of the error capping function a ( x ) 310 . 
received only a few lines ( that for example only saw a Around the origin , the two still almost coincide , and as the 
couple of building corners ) . This is furthermore done to keep parabola x2 210 diverges , the square of the error capping 
the error estimate within a reasonable range ( for numerical function ( in this case the square of the arctangent ) a ( x ) ? 
stability ) . In one embodiment , the fitness function does 40 converges to € 2 . 
approximately the following : associating a line from a As used herein , including in the claims , singular forms of 
camera image with a line on the map , calculating the error terms are to be construed as also including the plural form 
between the two , summing up all the errors ( for example and vice versa , unless the context indicates otherwise . Thus , 
using the square summed method ) , normalizing the sums it should be noted that as used herein , the singular forms “ a , " 
across all of the images taken at a point in time , adding them 45 “ an , ” and “ the ” include plural references unless the context 
up , and finally taking an exponential of the negative sum . clearly dictates otherwise . 

The processing component can then combine the data Throughout the description and claims , the terms “ com 
from the dead reckoning component and from the line based prise ” , “ including ” , “ having ” , and “ contain ” and their varia 
localization along with their respective errors to obtain an tions should be understood as meaning " including but not 
estimation of the possible robot poses . This can be done 50 limited to ” , and are not intended to exclude other compo 
using the particle filter method . During this step , input from 
further sensors and / or components can be considered . For The term “ at least one ” should be understood as meaning 
example , the robot can consider the location or pose related “ one or more ” , and therefore includes both embodiments 
data yielded by a GPS component , a magnetometer , a time that include one or multiple components . Furthermore , 
of flight camera , and / or an accelerometer . 55 dependent claims that refer to independent claims that 

At each time step , the robot can update the weight of all describe features with " at least one ” have the same meaning , 
the particles within the particle filter and ends up with a both when the feature is referred to as " the " and " the at least 
distribution of likely robot poses . A resampling step can be one ” . 
done when a certain criterion is reached to make sure that the It will be appreciated that variations to the foregoing 
particle filter does not fail . 60 embodiments of the invention can be made while still falling 

FIG . 7 shows an embodiment of the error capping func within the scope of the invention can be made while still 
tion according to one embodiment of a mapping method . As falling within scope of the invention . Features disclosed in 
discussed above , the robot can comprise various sensors the specification , unless stated otherwise , can be replaced by 
including the cameras , and , potentially including at least one alternative features serving the same , equivalent or similar 
but not limited to the GPS module , the odometry sensors , the 65 purpose . Thus , unless stated otherwise , each feature dis 
accelerometers , the magnetometers , the ultrasonic sensors , closed represents one example of a generic series of equiva 
the Time of Flight cameras , and / or the altitude sensors . lent or similar features . 

one 
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Use of exemplary language , such as “ for instance ” , “ such 7. The mobile robot method according to claim 1 , further 
as ” , “ for example ” and the like , is merely intended to better comprising capping errors associated with the robot's sen 
illustrate the invention and does not indicate a limitation on 
the scope of the invention unless so claimed . Any steps 8. The mobile robot method according to claim 7 , com 
described in the specification may be performed in any order 5 prising capping errors associated with systematic sensor 
or simultaneously , unless the context clearly indicates oth errors and / or invalid physical object associations of the 
erwise . extracted straight lines from the visual images . All of the features and / or steps disclosed in the specifi 9. The mobile robot method according to claim 1 , cation can be combined in any combination , except for wherein : 
combinations where at least some of the features and / or 10 the mobile robot is an autonomous and / or semi - autono steps are mutually exclusive . In particular , preferred features mous mobile robot ; and of the invention are applicable to all aspects of the invention the method performs simultaneous mapping and localiza and may be used in any combination . 
What is claimed is : tion ( SLAM ) . 
1. A mobile robot mapping method for generating a map , 15 10. The mobile robot method of claim 1 , comprising : 

comprising : operating the mobile robot in an outdoor operating area at 
( a ) providing a mobile robot configured to navigate out a speed of no more than 10 km / h . 

doors on a sidewalk to deliver an item , the mobile robot 11. A mobile robot configured to navigate outdoors on a 
having a body and a space for holding the item while sidewalk and deliver an item , the mobile robot having a 
in transit , the mobile robot further comprising at least 20 body and a space for holding the item while in transit , the 
two cameras mounted on the body which point in robot comprising : 
different directions and have non - overlapping fields of at least two cameras mounted on the body and adapted to 
view , and at least one processing component ; take visual images of an operating area , the at least two 

( b ) operating the mobile robot in an outdoor operating cameras pointing in different directions and having 
area ; non - overlapping fields of view ; 

( c ) taking visual images with the at least two cameras ; at least one processing component adapted to extract 
( d ) extracting at least straight lines from the visual images straight lines from the visual images taken by the at with at least one processing component , the extracted least two cameras and generate map data based at least straight lines corresponding to contours of permanent partially on straight lines corresponding to contours of physical objects in the visual images ; and permanent physical objects in the images ; and ( e ) generating map data using at least the extracted a communication component adapted to send and receive straight lines from the visual images ; wherein : image and / or map data ; step ( d ) comprises : 

wherein : detecting that a certain number of lines all belong to the 
same physical object and merging them into one line ; 35 the at least one processing component is configured to : 
and detect that a certain number of lines all belong to the 

detecting that a certain line is likely to belong to a same physical object and merge them into one line ; 
and transitory physical object and not assigning that line 

to a physical object . detect that a certain line is likely to belong to a 
2. The mobile robot method according to claim 1 , further 40 transitory physical object and not assign that line to 

comprising combining the visual images and / or the a physical object . 
extracted straight lines in a single reference frame based on 12. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein : 
the relative placement of the two cameras . each camera is adapted to capture 3 to 5 images per 

3. The mobile robot method according to claim 1 , further second . 
comprising : 13. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , comprising : 

extracting location - related data from one or more sensors at least 4 pairs of stereo cameras , members of each pair of 
adapted to measure further parameters for building map stereo cameras located on the mobile robot so as have 
data , said one or more sensors being from the group overlapping fields of view and provide depth informa 
consisting of a GPS component , an accelerometer , a tion . 
gyroscope , an odometer , a magnetometer , a pressure 50 14. The mobile robot according claim 11 , wherein the map 
sensor , an ultrasonic sensor , a time of flight camera data comprises : 
sensor , and a Lidar sensor ; and one or more of vectors , point features and grid features 

combining this location - related data with data from the associated with physical objects , and defined with 
visual images to build map data . respect to a coordinate system , and / or 

4. The mobile robot method according to claim 1 , 55 error estimates for one or more of vectors , point features 
wherein , in step ( e ) generating map data comprises using an and grid features associated with said physical objects . 
iterative algorithm to at least associate the extracted straight 15. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein the 
lines with physical objects . map data comprises visibility information related to loca 
5. The mobile robot method according to claim 4 , wherein tions from which physical objects can and / or cannot be seen . 

the iterative algorithm comprises an optimization routine 60 16. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein : 
optimizing at least one robot pose and the position of the the communication component is adapted to send map 
physical objects based on the extracted straight lines . data and / or image data to a server which is configured 

6. The mobile robot method according to claim 4 , wherein to refine existing map data using the map data and / or 
the iterative algorithm comprises at least combining lines image data sent by the robot's communication compo 
belonging to the same physical object from images taken by 65 nent . 
different cameras and / or discarding lines belonging to tran 17. The mobile robot according to claim 16 , configured to 
sient objects and / or light or camera effects . navigate using the refined map data received from the server . 
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18. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , further at least one processing component adapted to extract 
comprising : straight lines from the visual images taken by the at 

one or more sensors adapted to measure further param least two cameras and generate map data based at least 
eters for building map data , said one or more sensors partially on straight lines corresponding to contours of 
being from the group consisting of a GPS component , 5 permanent physical objects in the images ; and 
an accelerometer , a gyroscope , an odometer , a magne a communication component adapted to send and receive 
tometer , a pressure sensor , an ultrasonic sensor , a time image and / or map data ; 
of flight camera sensor , and a Lidar sensor . wherein : 

19. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein the the at least one processing component is configured to : robot is autonomous and / or semi - autonomous . detect that a certain number of lines all belong to the 20. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein : 
the robot is adapted to travel with a speed of no more than same physical object and merge them into one line ; 

and 10 km / h . 
21. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , comprising a detect that a certain line is likely to belong to a 

first pair of stereo cameras mounted on a front of the body , 15 transitory physical object and not assign that line to 
second and third pairs of stereo cameras mounted on oppo a physical object wherein : 
site sides of the body and a fourth pair of stereo cameras the communication component of each robot is adapted to 
mounted on a back of the body . send and receive image data and / or map data to the 

22. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , comprising other of the at least two robots . 
an enclosed within the body for holding an item to be 20 26. The mapping system according to claim 25 , wherein : space 
delivered to a predetermined delivery location . the data sent between the robots is combinable into a map 

23. The mobile robot according to claim 22 , wherein : of multiple operating areas . 
the at least one processing component is adapted to 27. The mapping system according to claim 25 , further 

generate said map data , while the mobile robot is in comprising a server adapted to : 
transit to said predetermined delivery location . communicate with the robots via their communication 

24. The mobile robot according to claim 11 , wherein : component ; 
the at least one processing component is configured to receive map data and / or image data from a first robot ; 

generate map data using an iterative algorithm . process the map data ; and 
25. A mapping system comprising : send the processed map data to a second robot , in 
at least two mobile robots , each mobile robot configured 30 response to a request from the second robot . 

to navigate outdoors on a sidewalk and deliver an item , 28. The mapping system according to claim 27 , wherein 
the mobile robot having a body and a space for holding the server is adapted to : 
the item while in transit , each mobile robot comprising : receive image and / or map data from the at least two 

at least two cameras mounted on the body and adapted to robots ; and 
take visual images of an operating area , the at least two 35 further process these data to generate at least further map 

data . cameras pointing in different directions and having 
non - overlapping fields of view ; 
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